
Sheffield Bridge Club: Committee Note to Members          February 2017 
 
 
Re Premises 
 

 The Committee is delighted with the new lighting and hope members feel similarly. Work to 
replace the emergency lighting remains outstanding and will take place this week. Apart from 
the significant improvements in playing conditions the greater efficiency of the new lighting 
will reduce electricity bills considerably. External decoration is planned for July. 

 

 A separate e-mail indicates that internal redecoration starts on 06 March and could take up to 
four weeks. New blinds will then be installed. All of this work represents a massive 
improvement in the playing conditions.  

 

 Apologies for the disruption caused to date and the next few weeks. We have tried to 
administer the improvements as smoothly as possible and your patience and understanding 
is appreciated.  Sorting table positions for the final Open League night of 13 March may prove 
tricky but we still feel that with your assistance the situation will be manageable.  On this one 
occasion it would be helpful if a match or two could be played away from the Club.  

 

 Better heating is required for the occasions when the lounge is used as a playing area and 
the matter is in hand. 

 

 Many thanks go to Stephen Village who led the work on lighting and decorating and Christine 
Parker who has acted similarly with the purchase of the blinds. Zoe Hewertson and Jane Kirk 
have been the other committee members to be directly involved. 
 

Re Development 
 

 Ian and Julie Grant have started their introduction to Bridge and Minibridge on Tuesday 
afternoons and had an excellent initial take up of 14 newcomers at the first session. 
 

 The Wednesday afternoon “gentle session” introduced early in 2016 continues with a steady 
level of participation. This has encouraged the Committee to consider a second similar 
session at another time of the week. More information will be provided when available. 
 

 It is delightful that a club in New Zealand contacted the Club Secretary asking how the Open 
Day in December was organised and seeking advice. Sadly they did not invite us to visit at 
their expense. 

 

 With a flow of new members coming through from lessons and some returners; the 
membership number has again exceeded 300 in number - currently 303. 
 

General 
 

 An omission from the January note was that the Christmas Raffle raised £120 which the Club 
donated to the local Homeless and Rootless at Christmas charity.  
 

 Plenty of gaps exist on the stand by list - please consider signing up. Currently 4 free games 
are given in return for acting as stand by. This benefit was introduced a few years ago 
replacing the reduced subscription for those carrying out stand by duties. With the advent of 
the single £24.00 subscription level in August, the “reward” will reduce to 2 free games.  

 



 As in 2016, the Monday afternoon session taking place on Easter Monday will include a break 
for a cream tea provided by Ann Cockerill and Dawn Rayner. The table money including the 
tea will be £5.00. All welcome. 
 

 For a number of years Barrie Partridge has organised a friendly match (teams of 12) between 
Sheffield and Derby. This year it will take place on in late May or early June at East Midlands 
Bridge Club, Spondon.  

 

 Barrie has been approached by Merseyside and Cheshire with an enquiry as to whether the 
Club wishes to engage in a similar venture with them. He does not want to take on this extra 
work but if anyone is interested in picking this up and organising it please contact him. 

 

 The Events Committee led by Ann Cockerill could do with more help from another volunteer 
or two. Mainly though, they would welcome ideas from members for new or different events   
 

On the Playing Side 
 

 In Club competitions the Men’s Pairs was won by Rod Hose and Rob Turner, the Ladies’ 
Pairs by Fiona Drew & Jane Kirk and the Laura Hadfield Teams by Baz Caygill, Sandy 
Davies, Matthew Kiggins & Tom Gisborne.  

 

 Winners at the EBU Overseas Congress held in Lisbon this month included Sandy Davies 
(Mixed Pairs) and Dominic Rayner (Men’s Pairs) both playing with partners from elsewhere. 
Dominic also finished 2nd in the main Pairs event as did Sandy in the Teams. Dominic’s 
Friday morning class brought a cake into the session to celebrate his success. 

 

 In the Yorkshire League, with one round of matches still to play Sheffield A lead Division 1 by 
a very narrow margin and play second placed Leeds in the final match while Sheffield D are 
at the top of Division 3 and are already promoted. Sheffield G currently sits second in Division 
8 and also has an excellent chance for promotion. Sheffield B and C teams are battling 
against relegation from Divisions 1 and 2 respectively.  

 

 There are two Mixed Pairs events coming up at the club soon. On this coming Thursday 
evening, 23 February, we have the club's Mixed Pairs Championship. There's no sign-up list - 
just grab a partner of the opposite sex and come along! 

 

 On Sunday 19 March, the club again hosts a heat of the National Mixed Pairs Championship, 
the Portland Pairs. The event is held at several different venues and scored across the whole 
field to produce a national winner. Last year's winning pair was a pair that played at Sheffield. 
There are two sessions of 24 boards starting at 12 noon and finishing around 7 pm. It is 
essential to pre-book via EBU HQ on 01296 317 203.  
 

And finally 
 

 The Committee has been meeting monthly. It has now decided that after the 14 March 
meeting to move to a two monthly cycle. Normally Committee notes are distributed soon after 
a meeting so these will also become bi-monthly after March. Separate messages via Pianola 
remain possible as and when necessary.  

 

 Dates of Committee meetings up to the next AGM are 14 March, 09 May, 11 July and 12 
September. 
 

David Waxman  


